Children’s Discovery Packs & Kits

Browse packs and contents in the Children’s Department.

1. Addition
2. Aerospace Engineer
3. Aircraft Engineer
4. Amusement Park Engineer
5. Architectural Engineer
6. Automobile Engineer
7. BB-8 app enabled droid
8. Beginning Sounds
9. Blocks Rock! STEM Building Blocks Educational Game
10. Brain Model
11. Circuit Maze
12. Civil Engineer
13. Color Chameleon
14. Comparing Numbers
15. Computer Engineer
16. Counting
17. Dash, the Coding Robot
18. Fruit Battery Science Kit
19. Gravity Maze
20. Heart Model
21. Hot Dots: Let’s Master Grade 1 Math
22. Illusion Science
23. Laser Maze
24. Letter Identification
25. Magnets
26. Math Pack, Grade 1
27. Math Pack, Grade 2
28. Math Pack, Grade 3
29. Measurement
30. Mechanical Engineer
31. Monkey Math
32. Numbers and Quantities
33. Ollie
34. Ozobot, The Coding Robot
35. Patterning
36. Picasso Tiles
37. Q-Ba-Maze
38. Reading Pack, Grade 1
39. Reading Pack, Grade 2
40. Reading Pack, Grade 3
41. Reading Pack, Grade K
42. Retelling
43. Rhyming
44. Shapes (2)
45. Sight Words
46. Smart Circuits
47. Snap Circuits Beginner
48. Space Projector
49. Squishy Human Body
50. Subtraction
51. Syllables
52. Transportation Engineer
53. View-thru Geometric Solids
54. Vocabulary
55. Word Building